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Abstract—This research work aim at addressing issues in detecting student, who are at risk of failing to complete their course. The conceptual design presents a solution for efficient learning in non-existence of data from previous courses, which are generally used for training state-of-art machine learning (ML) based model. The expected scenario usually occurs in scenario when university introduces new courses for academics. For addressing this work, build a novel learning model that builds a ML from data constructed from present course. The proposed model uses data about already submitted task, which further induces the issues of imbalanced data for both training and testing the classification model. The contribution of the proposed model are: the design of training the learning model for detecting risk student utilizing information from present courses, tackling challenges of imbalanced data which is present in both training and testing data, defining the issues as a classification task, and lastly, developing a novel non-linear support vector machine (NL-SVM) classification model. Experiment outcome shows proposed model attain significant outcome when compared with state-of-art model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Student dropout is an important problem across various levels such primary school, higher secondary, graduation level and the scenario is much worse in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). As per the research conducted in [1], [2], the number of student not completing graduation in USA is 20% and in Europe it is around 20% to 50% fail to finish their studies on time [3]. For online or distance education, these statistics are even worse with 78% of students not completing the graduation [4]. Further, it gets even worse for student who gets registered with MOOCs, the percentage of student who enrolled and successfully finished the course is only 5% as reported in [5] or 15% as reported in [6]. The issues of identifying student that re expected to fail the course has been extensively analyzed across various research community in recent times [7], [8], [9]. It was also a major subject of the KDD/CUP 2015 competition that mainly aimed on forecasting student withdrawing from online courses.

Establishing student, who are at chance or risk of withdrawing or failing from their respective course, is the initial step towards provisioning them with remedial (material) support. Generally, supportive measures are carried out by instructor/professor, who obtains the information/outcome of forecasting [7], [8]. In other way, the forecasting model may build email messages that communicate directly to the student [10]. The preliminary objective is to enhance the student learning, to keep student engaged in course, and aid them completing the research or study programs.

In distance or online courses, most material are delivered through Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). In VLE each and action are recorder and stored. Along with, student information such as assessment, task results, and demographic information etc, are also kept. These data are cleansed and ML is applied to build a forecasting/predictive model. These model are then used to offers online course provider to forecast student at-risk of completing it on time. A generic way of building a predictive model is to train the models using legacy data from a history or previous task submitted information of the course [8]. Further, it is applied to the present presentation. However, adopting these methods will not be efficient when applied to new type of courses that has no history. For such case, it is important to find new solution.

From extensive survey carried out by MOOCs [11] and Higher Education (HE) courses [8] shows that the highest amount of dropout occurs during first year’s courses, and many student dropouts even with a month, first few weeks of the course presentation. The cause may be also due to fee payment toward courses. Therefore, the objectives are to establish or find student who are at-risk of dropping out or failing to complete on time as early as possible. It must also be noted that the same behavior or pattern may not be same across different university/education institution or course design, rapid student dropping out of course may also arise in late stage of course [9].

For overcoming research challenges this work, this work aimed at designing a forecasting model that identify student at-risk of failing or completing on time by presenting a novel non-linear support vector machine (NLSVM) classification model.

The contribution of work is as follows

- Presenting a non-linear enhanced support vector machine classification model for identifying student risk of failure. The NLSVM can be used as both binary classifier as well as multi-level classifier.
- Our model attain good accuracy performance when compared with state-of-art model.
- Experiment outcome shows good performance in terms of ROC, F-measure, and precision and recall.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II, extensive survey is presented. Experimental study are discussed in section III. Finally section IV the paper is concluded and future work of research is described.

II. LITTERATURE SURVEY

Machine learning technique is composed of supervised, semi-supervised and non-supervised is widely applied and used across various state-of-art models [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [20], and [21] for identifying risk of student failing to complete course on time. The basic conception is to utilize legacy data to learn the forecasting models and to utilize these approaches to perform forecasting on current courses. The data can aid the course provider who is aiming to address or build policies to enhance the student performance (student retention rate) and student dropping out of courses or failing to finish on time. In [12], the approaches for finding failure or success of student were trained using data of their prior study result. It can be seen that forecasting failure for the first term of courses is very important, since the dropout rate is generally higher but with suitable policies or strategies (help) many student can be saved [19].

Behavior of students [20], [21] in the VLE can be used to construct forecasting models for online courses. These could be just simple summary statistics [15]. When neither the students virtual learning environment activities nor the student prior study results are available, demographic information can be used as the major foundation of information [16].

The proposed learning model is constructed using state-of-art models at the OU [13], [17], [18], [19]. Initially, using decision tree that is trained using data labeling student behavior in the virtual learning environment complemented by the scores of the past assessments/tasks [17]. Further, [18] used demographic features for enriching the input data for training model. The significant discovery in [19] was the prominence of the early establishment or finding of students at risk, even prior to the first task/assessment in the course. The students who do not submit or fail to complete the assessment are very likely to fail or withdraw the entire course. Further, number of approached [7], [22], and [23] for solving problem of classification with presence of imbalanced data in forecasting or identifying student at-risk of failing. However, they neglected student who haven’t shown any interest in performing tasks and only focused on active students. For overcoming research challenges this work present a novel non-linear based supervised classification model.

III. PROPOSED NON LINEAR SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE BASED STUDENT RISK IDENTIFICATION LEARNING MODEL

This manuscript present a novel learning design that use data from running presentation for training forecasting model. The fundamental objectives is to use the information of students who have already completed and submitted the future task and analyze the behavior pattern of find the students who are at risk of failing to submit the assignment. It is assumed that the behavior pattern of student who are about to submit are expected to follow identical behavior pattern as those who already completed the completed and submitted the task similarly, the behavior pattern will different for student who don’t complete or submit their task. Number of machine learning based classification model is available to utilize and attain efficient learning model. However, in this work, we present a classification model as a binary classification problem. However, it can work even for solving multi-label classification problem. That is, for a given day (present), which is $k$ days before deadline data, the objective of this work is to build a binary classification algorithm that forecast whether the student will submit the assignment or not on/before time (i.e., within the future $k$ days). If $k = 0$, forecasting are done on the deadline day. Only students that are enrolled in course and haven’t finished the task yet are considered for the forecasting.

A. System Model

Let’s consider the deadline data and the date when the forecasting is done, which is $k$ days prior to the deadline day, as forecasting day. For able to construct a forecasting model for period [forecasting date; deadline date] such that $d$ deadline date is equal to forecasting date. The $k$ forecasting day and $d$ deadline day can be established as a template forecasting and deadline days, respectively.

Here, the deadline is within three days from the present day and we want to forecast if set of student submit their assessment or task either today or within next 5 days. The information for the present day are inaccessible, so the training data will come from the days [presentation intializaed+5] = 10 with the labels of submission in [present+4; present + 1] = [9; 6].

It shows the virtual view of the days for training and testing data, day = 0 depicts the present day, negatives keys shows to known information and positive keys to new/unknown data. This aids, that we have more days vacant when applying the forecasting model, some previous/older days cannot be utilized as they were not present in training stage.

B. Long-Term vs Short Term Labelling Window Tradeoff Modelling

Based on system model described, using long-term history means the window sampling for labels is growing. The more days prior to the deadline date, the more days is required for training labels. The condition for the present day being 0 to 5 days prior to the deadline date. For $k$ days prior to the deadline, the size of the window for both training and testing labels will be $k + 1$.

C. Feature Selection for Learning

The data available for efficiently learning is composed of information such as activities and demographics in the virtual learning environment. For extensive analysis this work carried out it can be seen the demographic data is static in nature, it is important to carryout transformation of these information, such as standardization for numerical data and vectorization of categorical data. Similarly, the virtual learning environment data are generally composed of very rich information such as daily click events clustered by precise action, i.e., student $X$ has viewed 15 times a particular document or presentation research material. All the events/actions are clustered into actions types such as video, resources, blogs, etc. For a given day (present) when the algorithm (model) is learned, the virtual learning environment features are aligned in reverse with
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respect to time on a particular days, i.e., day 0 is the present
day, day 1 is depicted as yesterday and so on. The oldest day
utilized for training is the day that the course is initialized. In
addition to virtual learning environment daily counts, it’s likely
to obtain various statistical information of student behavior
pattern in the virtual learning environment, such as the how
long (days) a student is active in the virtual learning
environment (i.e., when a person (student) has last accessed or
has logged in).

D. Addressing Imbalanced Data Problem in Classification

The ML algorithm are generally modelled to learn
objective parameter from data when the classes in the training
information are balanced. However, considering real-world
environment, the data are generally imbalanced (i.e., some
classes data will have significantly less data than other classes).
As a result, the state-of-art algorithm [24], [25], [26], [27], and
[28] performs very poor in identify probability of failure of
student that has been modelled so far [10]. For addressing
the problem of imbalanced data the following two stages must
be considered such as: 

Algorithm stage: - on-class or linear
classification models, cost-sensitive learning, and various kind
of ensemble algorithm model are some of the design are
generally used. Data stage:-by applying sampling window for
modifying the class label distribution in such way the training
data becomes more balanced. The key functionality of cost-
sensitive based learning model is to penalize the cost parameter
error on marginal class variable during training stage, which is
done by using a cost matrix. However, for attaining fine-
grained binary classification model it is better to fix the weight
parameter for minority classes (i.e., considering weight of
majority class will be 1). Further, number of approach [7],
[22], and [23] for solving problem of classification with
presence of imbalanced data in forecasting or identifying
student at-risk of failing. However, they neglected student who
haven’t shown any interest in performing tasks and only
focused on active students.

E. Forecasting Model using Machine Learning Model

For training the learning algorithms and for evaluation of
our model, this work conducted survey of various exiting
machine learning based classification models such as logistic
regression, Naïve Bayes, support vector machine, Tree
Boosting XGBoost [29] and so on. Further, number of
approach used XGBoost for forecasting student’s dropout as
described in KDD-CUP15. However, these model are not
efficient when the data is linearly non-separable. As a result,
incurred degradation in accuracy of classification performance.
Further, very few algorithm provision probabilistic forecasting.
As this aids in ordering students based on their likeness to
fail, and then use the resources constraint.

For overcoming research challenges, this work present non-
linear support vector machine (NLSVM) classification model.
The NLSVM first extract features of student behavior
considering different assessment which are labeled
(Completed: 0, and Failed: 1). If the task or assessment is
successfully completed by student the class is labelled as 0 or if
fails to submit on time then it is labeled as 1. The NLSVM then
trains itself using labelled parameter and obtains support vector
among parameters that maximize the distance among varied

classes. Lastly, the NLSVM constructs a decision boundary
(DB) from the support vectors. If the computed outcome from
the DB is different from its known label, the decision is
considered as training error. For such cases, this work
considers soft-margin support vector machine which can fix
boundary even when the datasets are mixed and cannot be
disjointed. This work introduced slack parameters to
maximizing the margin and reduce training error. For
computing support vector using proposed NLSVM model is
obtained as follows

min ∑∑(1/2)ξ + 1/2 (u, u),

(1)

Such that ξ ≤ μ (z = 1, 2, 3, ..., 0, and μ ≥ 0)

Where 0 is the number of vectors, D is regulation
variable, u is the weight vector, μ is the slack parameter and
< , > is the inner product function. The ξ is the z target
parameter, c1 is the bias, and z is the zth input parameter. The
SVM decision boundary Gz is expressed as follows

Gz = (u, z) + c1 = 0

(2)

Where c1 represent bias and u represent weight vector,
and z is the input feature. By transpiring the z and z term to
z → (z) and z → (z), the non-linear support vector machine
can be transformed to linear based support vector machine as
follows

ξ ≤ (u, z) + c1 ≥ 1

(3)

Further, to perform classification using non-linear support
vector machine, a kernel function L(., .), which is a dot-
product in the transpired feature vector space as follows

L(z, z) = (z, z)

(4)

where z = 1, 2, ..., 0.

Further, the proposed NLSVM model is evaluated
considering various ICT data which is composed of different
behavior of different student data considering various task or
assessment. Our model accurately classify these imbalanced
data compared to state-of-art model which is experimentally
shown in next section below.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS

This section evaluates performance evaluation of proposed
student risk identification leaning model over state-of-art models.
For experiment analysis various experiment are
considered and date used for experiments are publically
available. The experiment is conducted using windows 10
operating system, Intel I-5 class 64 bit processor, 16 GB RAM,
4GB Nvidia CUDA enabled GPU. For experiment analysis this
work used publicly available dataset obtained from OULAD
[30], [31] which composed of different courses with student
enrollment around 1200 to 2500. The objective of this work is
to forecast the submission of first assessment of a particular
course within deadline time around 20 to 30 days. The course
is composed of wide variety of fields such math’s, history,
engineering and so on. For completing the course, the student
has to attain some minimum scores for a given task or
assessment and then pass the final exam. The proposed student risk learning model for forecasting dropout has been aimed at attaining following objectives, Firstly, carryout analysis daily using ML algorithm to evaluate classification model. Secondly, analyses and identify the effects and problems of imbalanced data. Then, compare our proposed model over state-of-art model trained using legacy data. Fourthly, experiment is conducted for different \( k \) and courses and evaluate performance attained by proposed model over existing model in terms of precision, recall, F-measure, and ROC. The Table I, shows performance outcome attained by proposed model over existing model in terms of precision, and recall. Further, fig. 1 shows F-measure attained by both proposed and existing model. The overall result attained shows proposed learning model improves F-measure score by 24.45%, 26.65%, and 18.96% over existing learning model. An average improvement of 23.35% is attained by proposed learning model over existing model. Further, experiment are conducted to evaluate ROC performance attained by proposed NL-SVM over exiting SVM and XGBoost as shown in Fig. 2. The outcome shows NL-SVM attain an ROC performance improvement of 35.33%, 25.56% over SVM and XGBoost, respectively.

### TABLE I. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED MODEL OVER EXISTING CLASSIFICATION MODEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top K</th>
<th>Precision SVM</th>
<th>Precision NL-SVM</th>
<th>Recall SVM</th>
<th>Recall NL-SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5751</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.8093</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5044</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.8848</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.6698</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.8847</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. F-Measure Performance for Different Top K.

Fig. 2. ROC Performance for Number of Days.

V. CONCLUSION

This manuscript introduced a novel design for early finding of student who are at risk of failing or completing the course on time without using legacy data. The proposed model uses the significance factor of fist task being important factor in the progress of course work. The best way is to extract the student behaviour who already submitted their task and learn its pattern. This work defines the problem as a binary classification task with objective to learn and forecast daily using forecasting window. The proposed model is evaluated using publicly available OULAD dataset. The outcome shows the proposed model can predicts accurately even for early day (i.e. for 0 and 1 days), also predicts efficiently for later days of course completion, and attain better outcome that training using legacy data. From overall experiment analysis, it can be seen feature selection VLE is important for forecasting student at risk of failing. The proposed NL-SVM based classification model attains good recall, precision, and F-measure performance. An average F-measure improvement of 23.35% is attained by proposed learning model over existing model. Further, NL-SVM attains an ROC performance improvement of 35.33%, 25.56% over SVM and XGBoost, respectively. The future work we would consider experiment analysis considering different dataset and also considering building a hybrid model for enhancing forecasting model.
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